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+
"UNPRINTED RESOLUTIONS"

W

e ue not thinking of the unprinted memorials but have in mind those resolutions which, even though never expressed in specific convention actions, were
nevertheless implicit in the resolutions adopted by the delegates at the 1965 convention
of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

Rasolt111 No. I. To be a missionary church. Resoundingly passed. The convention
resolved not only to be sent into all the world but also to be spent for the world. Some
may perhaps think that this resolution applied only ta the $40,000,000 offering. This
is far from the whole stary. It was a resolution which calls upon each individual Christian to be sent and spent. It is a challenge to the Synod's membeis to wake up. The
implementation of this resolution will take countless man-houis of prayer, planning,
and propagandizing.
Rcsolt111 No.2. To be equally concerned with the unity as well as the purity of
the church. Resoundingly passed. The rhythm of the ancient church was affirmed: one
11ntl holy; catholic tmtl apostalic. Bue it must be remembered that the delegares passed
no resolutions establishing new bonds of altar or pulpit fellowship with anyone.
Rasolt111 No. 3. To be a church rather than a sect. Passed, with some confusion.
The
Church-Missouri Synod
Basically the delegates said that they wanted Lutheran
to be Lutheran, but was there some coying with the sectarian option?
Resolt111 No. 4. To be a democratic body when assembled in convention. Passed,
with too much confusion. Here is an area of weakness which needs immediate and
radical attention. The delegates need more instruaion in the nature of a representative
political body. Attempts to kill resolutions before discussion were usually forestalled by
the chair, but they should never have been made from the Boor. More alarming was
the tendency to adopt a resolution and then immediately introduce another resolution
which had the net eifect of amending or even destroying the first resolution.
Rcso/1111 No.,. To be loyal ta Saiptures. Passed, with considerable unclarity. There
was no mistaking the determination of the delegates to remain absolutely under the
written Word of God. At times, however, non-Lutheran ways and means of affirming
this loyalty were presented to the assembly or by the assembly. Wise leaders were aying
in committee meetings and on the Boor: ''Let us not impoverish Scriptures, either by
adding aiteria of reliability which it muse meet before we will cruse it, or by subtracting anything from it: A broad hermeneucical study, to be carried on over several
years, may finally enable a subsequent convention to pass a thoroughly Lutheran resolution on this point. It would be tragic if the Synod were to draw its theological battlelines for the next ten years on questions on which Saipture does not speak clearly.
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This is a battlelinc which the purveyors of emotional arguments will naturally seek our.
Ir is nor a battleline which should occupy the best energies of Lutheran church people.

R•solt1• No. 6. To become more concerned about the social problems of mankind.
Passed, bur with only limited undemanding and appreciation of what is involved in
this .resolution.

R•sol1111 No. 7. To emerge from isolation. "Isolation" is not our word for our put
history. It is, however, the word which newspaper reporters almost without exception
used in their descriptions. There must be some truth to it, or else we have kept our
real personality successfully hidden.
Ruo/1111 No. 8. To do our own thinking. Resoundingly passed. The effom of the
suspicion salesmen, the fear-mongers, were decisively rejected. The influence of the fu
right was nonexistent, and other pressure groups, present or future, should have developed a healthy respect for the common sense of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
in convention assembled.
H. T. M.
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